Global Business and Technology
Video Conferencing for Business
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND ENBALE REMOTE TEAMS WITH
VIDEO CONFRENCING FROM GMEET
Elevate internal and external communications
Heighten your meetings with stunning, ultra-high definition 4K video and superior
audio quality.

Maximize productivity and accelerate decision making
Increase productivity and make decisions faster by sharing and collaborating across
offices in real-time.

Enable remote collaboration and alignment
Eliminate silos and keep teams in sync across multiple time zones and geographies.

Reduce out-of-office time and travel costs
With video conferencing from GMeet, you can stop wasting time and money on
avoidable travel.
Benefits of video conferencing for businesses
For all growing businesses, communication is key. Whether collaborating with
internal teams or with partners and customers, businesses rely on video
conferencing and video-based collaboration to share information, solve problems
and make decisions quickly. With video conference solutions from GMeet, your
teams can collaborate easily and cost-effectively across offices and with remote
workers, keeping projects on time and the business moving forward.
Communicate in real time regardless of location
Keep employees productive by allowing them to join meetings effortlessly from laptop or
mobile no matter where they are in the world. With support for direct video dialing and onetime and permanent video meeting rooms, GMeet ensures everyone gets a seat at the table.
Talk to colleagues, customers and suppliers face to face and collaborate in real time over
our enterprise-grade, secure cloud platform.
Share content and review business plans with ease

Whether working remotely or from the boardroom, meetings often necessitate
sharing content to adequately communicate ideas and context. With full-motion 4K
screen sharing, chat and digital whiteboard support, GMeet helps meeting
participants stay engaged. GMeet even supports a full recording solution with cloud
storage and secure sharing so colleagues can stay informed even when they can’t
be there in person.
Increase meeting productivity
In business, making difficult decisions often means getting a variety of stakeholders
to agree on next steps. Whether presenting to large groups, brainstorming with your
team or demoing for your customers, GMeet will help you reach consensus and
answer questions faster. Join meetings quickly directly in your browser or via apps
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for desktop and mobile devices. Start a video call in seconds with directory-based
calling and add other participants without needing to send a link.
Eliminate unnecessary costs for redundant tools
Tired of spending money on legacy audio-only or web conferencing solutions? GMeet’s
holistic video conferencing solution will help you upgrade your collaboration suite while
reducing cost and complexity for your employees. Whether live streaming events, hosting
your next all-hands meeting or running a quarterly business review, we’ll help you improve
organizational adoption of video with a consistently great experience across all devices and
meeting rooms.

Why integrate GMeet video conferencing?
BEST-IN-CLASS 4K QUALITY
The GMeet VC ROOM 9200 and 90 series delivers 4K video and 4K content sharing
to help users pick up on the fine detail needed when reviewing plans or monitoring
equipment levels.

SUPPORT FOR BYOD AND BROWSER-BASED CALLING
Download the GMeet app for all of your devices or connect right from your web
browser with the GMeet web app. All you need is a webcam, internet access and the
link to the virtual classroom, and you’re ready to connect.

4K GLOBAL NETWORK
With data centers in every major geography, our industry leading global presence
helps you connect with students and professionals around the globe with 4K video
and 4K full-motion content sharing quality.

SECURE COMMUNICATION
GMeet uses best-of-breed data centres with independent third-party security and
privacy certifications to ensure the most secure and reliable foundation possible for
our customers.
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